Sabrina Fernández Casas

Through diverse subversive strategies
–piracy, distortion, transformation–
my work investigates non-hegemonic
narratives and focuses on their
modes of circulation and contexts of
dissemination through the creation
of artefacts.
Based in Geneva, Switzerland,
I co-founded MACACO PRESS,
a collective project that explores
the relation between self-publishing
and performance.
http://sabrinafernandezcasas.com
http://macacopress.ch
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Solastalxia, 2021
Burned wood from a fire in northern Spain, offset
printing plates (aluminum), EPDM, black ink and
natural pigments.
Dimentions wood’s installation: variable
dimentions. Dimentions liquid screen: Ø 2m

Installation composed of organic and
industrial materials that coexist and are
linked by the history of papermaking and
land use for publishing industry.
Solastalgia (n.d.)
1. psychic or existential distress caused
by environmental change {neologism by
Glenn Albrecht, philosopher, 2003}
2. homesickness you experience while still
at home

Centre d’art contemporain, Geneva, 2021
Exhibition view: Matheline Marmy

Centre d’art contemporain, Geneva, 2021
Exhibition views: Matheline Marmy, Julien Gremaud

Pyrophyte I, 2021
Burned wood from a forest fire in northern Spain,
A4 paper.
Dimentions of the sculpture: 190 x 97 x 145 cm

The shape of the sculpture is a copy of
the vernacular chair «Cadeira de Beira de
Estrada, 1967» by the Brazilian architect
Lina Bo Bardi. But this time, the chair
is burned and therefore can no longer
«support» the weight of a human being.
The paper base is a poetic invitation to
recycle the charcoal chair to draw a new
landscape.

It almost felt like the voice of a close friend, Switzerland, Geneva, 2021
Exhibition view: Marilou Rose Jarry

Pyrophyte II, 2021
Copper tray, ink and natural pigments.
Dimentions copper tray: Ø 98 cm

The liquid screen is made out of a copper
tray and self-elaborated ink from burnt
wood, coming from forest fires in the
north of Spain (Galicia).
Textes from my research and poetry are
projected on the black liquid surface.
Link web: https://vimeo.com/user14689141

It almost felt like the voice of a close friend, Geneva, 2021
Exhibition view: Marilou Rose Jarry

Mondo Trasho, 2022
Installation of 55 artist books, a table made with
recycled wood and filled plastic bags imported
from Peru
Variable dimentions

In 2017, Sabrina Fernández acquired
the informal license and the complete
inventory of a pirated-film shop in
Peru called Mondo Trasho, consisting
of approximately 5’000 films in DVD
format which besides mainstream
movies, include an amazing collection of
B-movies, independent films, amateur
films, queer films, art selections and
documentaries.
Under the premise: «instead of users,
capitalism turns us into consumers,
killing the opportunity to experiment, and
exchange experiences and knowledge”,
Sabrina transformed Mondo Trasho
into a collective project that constantly
activates and intervenes the film archive
to generate artworks, new knowledge and
experiences.
Following the logic of piracy, Sabrina
gives free access to the entire catalogue
of Mondo Trasho and to her own graphic
work derived from it: 55 artists books
made with the original copies of the DVD
covers.
link to the web of the project
http://mondotrasho.org
Espace Eeeeh!, Nyon, Switzerland, 2022
Exhibition view: Neige Sanchez

Espace Eeeeh!, Nyon, Switzerland, 2022
Exhibition view: Neige Sanchez

Movements, Publishing
performance #41, 2021
MACACO PRESS Colective
(Sabrina Fernández Casas & Patricio Gil Flood)
Installation of 156 recycled T-shirts
45 meters x 2,5 meters

The installation is made of 156 recycled
T-Shirts sawn together within a colorful
flagship of 45 meters wide.
This work is hanged on the ceiling of the
exhibition space, and it is designed to be
activated in public space. The performance
thus aims to create a collective body and
movement. The work is delivered with digital
drawings of the activation protocol.

CAN - Centre d’art de Neuchâtel, Indice Ultraviolet, décalage vers le rouge, 2021
Exhibition view: Sebastian Verdon

CAN - Centre d’art de Neuchâtel, Indice Ultraviolet, décalage vers le rouge, 2021
Exhibition view: Sebastian Verdon and drawing protocol for the activation of the piece in public space

Banderoles, 2019
Videeo, 5:55 mn

Video shot in Santa Cruz de la Sierra
(Bolivia) which deals with the subject
of informal work in Latin America, with
the portrait of letter painters for the
realization of advertising banners.
Link web: https://vimeo.com/354976797

Indice Ultraviolet, CAN - Centre d’art de Neuchâtel, 2019
Exhibition view: Sebastian Verdon, and video stills

Hechizo, 2018
Serie of 4 paintings, painted wood
21,6 x 35,6 cm each/ 116 x 35,6 cm

Serie of works made out of the residues
from the informal production of Claudia
Sanjinés, an artist of Santa Cruz (Bolivia),
who sells hand-painted banners for
advertisement in the streets.
Playing with both popular printing formats
and references to the history of painting,
these works put in crisis the same object,
through different status. A gap arises
between the disposable support of an
informal craft and a work of art in a
commercial gallery.
Other related work:
Banderoles, video 5’55, 2018
https://vimeo.com/354976797

Kiosko Galeria, Santa Cruz de la Sierra, Bolivia, 2018
Exhibition views: Alejandra Sánchez

Kiosko Galeria, Santa Cruz de la Sierra, Bolivia, 2018
Photo: Alejandra Sánchez

Abanca, 2017
Fabrics and plastic bags imported from Peru,
filled with confidential shredded paper waste
collected at the door of banks in the city of Geneva,
Switzerland.
100 x 70 cm / 100 x 70 x 80 cm
Serie of 7 works

Bags produced in China, imported from
Peru where they are used for informal and
popular market. They are turned into seats
filled with shredded paper collected
in front of banks, tax and legal
administrations in the city of Geneva
(Switzerland). A work that puts in tension
different contexts, privileges and levels of
comfort.
Installation protocol:
The installation can be exposed in 2 ways:
- installed in the exhibition space, along a
wall, for the visitor to sit and rest (active
work)
- a stack of bags piled up (inactive work)

Espace Témoin, Genève, 2017
Exhibition View: Berenice Pinon

The Art Cleaners, 2017
Artist book
18,5 x 25 cm

In the form of an exhibition catalog,
«The Art Cleaners» brings together the
documentation of works destroyed by
the maintenance staff of modern and
contemporary art museums.
By attributing a curatorial power to the
maintenance staff, this artist’s book offers
new readings on the works presented
and on the hierarchy of work in cultural
institutions.

Centre d’art contemporain, Geneva, 2017
Exhibition views: Laura Morales

It Was A Pleasure To Burn, 2016
Artist’s book
194 pages, b/w offset, 13,2 x 9 cm

Artist’s book, created as a classification
system of three categories of burned
books (about 130) cited in the novel
Fahrenheit 451 by Ray Bradbury.
Each book is associated with a
photograph of a Facebook user who
«likes» the page of the book in question,
while at the beginning of the book we find
the first sentences of each book in the
language spoken by the user.
The content of the book comes from
openly available sources on the internet
(images and texts) and questions their
accessibility and use.

Appunti, La Casa Encendida, Madrid, 2015
Exhibition views: Javier Arbizu

